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Samsung EF-EA426PBEGEW mobile phone case 16.8 cm (6.6")
Wallet case Black

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-EA426PBEGEW

Product name : EF-EA426PBEGEW

- Features a hidden pocket to carry cards
- Receive calls and see notifications without opening the cover
S View Wallet Cover, 6.6", Samsung Galaxy A42 5G, Black

Samsung EF-EA426PBEGEW mobile phone case 16.8 cm (6.6") Wallet case Black:

Keep it handy
Galaxy A42 5G S View Wallet Cover features a hidden pocket inside to conveniently carry your preferred
cards on daily basis.

Safeguarded from all sides
With its slender but sturdy design, the Galaxy A42 5G S View Wallet Cover offers protection on all sides.

Easy access with the S View Cover
With a clear mini window and smart sensor, the Galaxy A42 5G S View Wallet Cover lets you easily
receive calls, see notifications, and use other key functions without even opening the cover.
Samsung EF-EA426PBEGEW. Case type: Wallet case, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility:
Galaxy A42 5G, Maximum screen size: 16.8 cm (6.6"), Surface coloration: Monochromatic, Product
colour: Black

Features

Maximum screen size * 16.8 cm (6.6")
Compatibility * Galaxy A42 5G
Case type * Wallet case
Product colour * Black
Surface coloration Monochromatic
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Card pocket
Country of origin China

Technical details

Commodity Classification
Automated Tracking System
(CCATS)

8471800000

Weight & dimensions

Width 79.7 mm
Depth 13.6 mm
Height 166.3 mm
Weight 57 g

Packaging data

Package width 88.5 mm
Package depth 15.8 mm
Package height 196.8 mm
Package weight 90 g

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 85177900
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